ANTI-VANDAL PLATE, INSERT MOUNTING POST THROUGH DOOR AND LOCK BODY ASSEMBLY THEN SECURE TO ADAPTER AND PLATE ASSEMBLY USING 2 #8-32 SCREWS.

STAINLESS STEEL CUP WASHER 4 PLACES

1/4-20 UNC STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS INSERT THROUGH CUP WASHER AND TIGHTEN SECURELY TO MOUNTING POST OF ANTI-VANDAL PLATE 4 PLACES.

#8-32 X 3/4" FLAT HEAD MACHINE SCREW 2 PLACES.

INSIDE ESCUTCHEON PLACE OVER ADAPTER PLATE ASSEMBLY THEN FASTEN TO DOOR WITH TRIM SCREW.

OUTSIDE OF DOOR

7/16" DIA CLEARANCE HOLE REQUIRED THROUGH DOOR 4 PLACES.

INSIDE OF DOOR

LOCATOR BUSHING 2 PLACES

NOTE:
1. FOR 7800/8200 USE IN CONJUNCTION WITH TEMPLATE #7057 (LOCKBODY).
2. FOR 9200 USE IN CONJUNCTION WITH TEMPLATE #4482 (LOCKBODY).
3. SUITABLE REINFORCEMENT REQUIRED FOR MOUNTING TRIM SCREWS.